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Abstract: Automatic car identification is very useful in traffic monitoring and control access applications that
make it become relevant in recent years as a result of increased security awareness. Several computer systems
were proposed to identify cars via different features such car plate recognition, car front view features, etc.
Vision based car Make and Model Recognition (MMR) can overcome some limitations of the other methods
and provides additional security to License Plate Recognition systems. Unfortunately, there is no reliable
method based on MMR for side view features. This paper proposes an automatic car identification system via
Make and Model Recognition (MMR) based on template matching method. The proposed system consists of
three main components which are: car detection, car segmentation and template matching. The main advantage
of this method over conventional car recognition systems -typically based on license plate recognition
systems- comes from using make and model car that can’t be easily changed. The system was tested using
Matlab where it identified 38 cars out of 40 cars. The accuracy of our system is about 95%.
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INTRODUCTION automobile has fake or no plates and are able to avoid

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is the future Recognition (MMR) can overcome such cases and
development direction of transport system, which provides additional security to License Plate Recognition
effectively  integrated   advanced   information systems.
technology, electronic sensor technology, data The researchers studied the problem of vehicle
communications transmission technology, control detection from about 1970s, to realize that it is possible to
technology and computer technology. (ITS) apply all determine whether a given object is a "vehicle" [4]. In term
these technologies to the entire ground traffic of make and Model Recognition there are several studies
management  system  and establish a real-time and have been published from frontal or rear views of
efficient   integrated   transportation   management vehicles.
system. There are several applications developed in the Cars are identified by extracting relevant features and
intelligent transport systems field such as self-guided then matching these as templates or as machine learning
vehicles, driver assistance systems, intelligent parking problem.
systems and access control system. Automatic vehicle From rear view of cars, there are several methods
identification is an important component in (ITS) and proposed. The authors presented in [5] a robust car
currently has become an important subject of study for recognition system which combined between two car
tracking and surveillance problems. Several computer recognition methods, both relying on the analysis of car
systems were proposed to identify cars via License Plate external features. One based on the shape of car’s rear
Recognition (LPR) [1-3] which is low cost because they view while another one based on the car back lights,
do not need any expensive hardware for high quality notably their orientation, eccentricity, position, angle to
video or other sensors. However, they fail when an the car license plate and automatic car recognition system.

recognition. Vision based car Make and Model
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Implementation   results   showed   that   rear  view accurate  and  reliable  recognition  of  vehicles  from
features and  car  back  lights  can  be successfully frontal  views  under a variety of conditions. The system
exploited for automatic car recognition where a correct is  capable  of  correct  identification  performance in
recognition  rate  89%  on  a  database  acquired  at  the excess  of  93%.  The authors in [11] introduced
IST parking lot. recognition process based on using fixed-length

In  [6],  the  authors  introduced  a  vehicle  make numerical feature extraction from frontal image. They
model  recognition   system   where   the   system   extracts tested and classified Different machine learning
edge from image of the back end of vehicle using a algorithms on the dataset of extracted feature. Two
standard  edge  detector.  These  edges  are  processed approaches were considered to machine learning
into  line  segments  that  fit  the  edge  pixels  in  the map. classification multi-class classifier and single-class
The sets of line segments are compared using a line classifier. From the result of experiments the accuracy of
segment Hausdorff distance. The results of tests the multi-class classifier was 99.5% for multi-class
investigated that recognition rates for  the  system  were classifier and 97.5% for single-class classifier.
up to 59.7%. In [12] multiclass vehicle type recognition was

In [7] Kazemi et.al introduced three kinds of feature introduced based on oriented contour points to represent
extractors based on Fast Fourier transform, discrete each vehicle class. Three voting algorithms and a distance
wavelet  transform   and  discrete  curvelet   transform. error were used to analyze a vehicle frontal view
The   classifier   used   is   called   k   nearest-neighbor. identifying the instance as the most similar model class in
The results of test these approaches showed that the the data base. The results showed that the method has
curvelet transform is the superiority in  comparison  with recognition rate over 90%.
2  other  ways  for  extracting    features    from   images. In [13] it was introduced a system for automatic
Rahati et al. proposed in [8] a recognition system based recognition of vehicle type from frontal views where the
on extracted features on the performance of Contourlet system extracts gradient features reference patches in
Transform and Statistic parameter of Standard deviation. images of car fronts and performs recognition in two
It  was   also   presented   three   types    of   classifiers stages. First stage produces ranked list of possible
The Support vector machine (one versus one), the k candidate classes by using gradient and second stage
nearest-neighbor   and   the  Support  vector  machine refines the result by using a novel match refinement
(one versus all). In addition, the proposed recognition algorithm that maximizes the discrimination between
system was obtained by using different subbands subset of most likely classes. The result of testing this
information as feature vector. The obtained numerical system showed that the performance identification was
experiments for the vehicles recognition model have 94.4%.
shown the superiority of the Support vector machine even though that there are many works related to
structure (one versus one), especially when is associated identify cars from frontal and rear view based on features
with the Contourlet preprocessing data. extraction, there are few  works  proposed  to  recognize

Local energy based shape histogram (LESH) in [9] car  from  side  view for instant recognize vehicle type
was proposed as a new feature description where the (car, bus, truck) [14]. Table 1 summarizes the related
features are modeled in a similarity feature space by using works.
a probabilistic Bayesian framework. It was modeled that This  paper  proposes  an  automatic  car
the computed similarities between the examples when the identification  system  via   Make   and  Model
class (vehicle) is same and when it is different instead of Recognition  (MMR)  based  on  car Template Matching.
modeling the extracted features directly  in  a  typical The  proposed  system consists of three main
multi-class learning strategy. The accuracy of the method components which are: Car detection, Car segmentation
was above 94%. and template matching. Figure1 shows our car recognition

On the other hand there are several methods model. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In
proposed  from  frontal  view.  V.S.Petrovi´c  and section 2; we present our proposed method. Section 3
T.F.Cootes  in  [10]  proposed   recognition   system discusses the experiment and the result while section 4
based on recognizing rigid structure samples. It was concludes the paper and highlights the limitation and
shown that certain gradient representations are capable of future efforts.
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Table 1: summarize the related works

Author Based on Accuracy percentage Year

David Santos and Paulo Correia Car’s rear view and back. light. 44% using car’s rear view 74% 2009

using car back light

Xin-bo ZHANG and Li JIANG - Color and logo of car. - 32.71% using color classification 2006

- 67.29% using logo classification

David Anthony Torres Edge of back of car  59.7% ----

M.Saquib Sarfraz and Ahmed Saeed et al. Local energy based shape histogram (LESH)  94% 2009

V.S.Petrovi´c and T.F.Cootes Recognizing rigid structure samples  93% 2004

Daniel T. Munroe and Michael G. Madden fixed-length numerical feature extraction 99.5% 2005

from frontal image

Xavier Clady, Pablo Negri a, Maurice Milgram et al. oriented contour points from frontal view  90% 2008

Farhad Mohamad Kazemi, Saeed Samadi, Fast Fourier transform discrete wavelet using Fast Fourier transform 97% 2007

Hamidreza Pourreza et al transform discrete curvelet transform using discrete wavelet transform 92%

using discrete curvelet transform 100%

Saeid Rahati, Reihaneh Moravejian et al. Contourlet Transform and Statistic 89% 2008

parameter of Standard deviation

V. S. Pertovic and T. F. cootes Registration sets containing single images 94.4% 2004

of each class of vehicle

Fig. 1: Car Recognition model the image. On the other hand, if the color of the  image

Propsed Method This process is clear in the equation:
Car Detection: As we mentioned in chapter two, Car
detection is process that determine specified object in
image and determine its location and size. But before (4)
detection process we will minimize error of image by image
preprocessing which is content: 1) converting image from The following figure shows an example of car
RGB to gray scale by using equation detection result.

f  = 0.2989R + 0.587G + 0.114B (1)gray(p)

Histogram equalization by using

g(x,y)= c.f(x,y)+ b (2)

where f(x,y) is original gray level image, g(x,y) is result of
histogram equalization process, c is contrast constant and
b is brightness constant. 3) Noise removal using low pass
filter with 3x3 neighborhoods where the output is
determined by equation:

g  = h * f (3)xy x,y x,y

where h  is low pass filter kanel, f  is original image andx,y x,y

g  is the result.x,y

After that, our proposed system will detect the car by
subtract background image from the image. Then, the
system will compare between the color of image and
background where if they different then there is an car in

and background is same then there is no car in the image.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2a: Car detection area b) Car detection result

Fig. 3a: Original Image b) Car segmentation area c) Car
Segmentation Result

Car  Segmentation:  To  segment  car  there  are  two
stages 1) discarding image background where the image
will show the object only. This will be done by using
equation 4 and then morphology operation – opening
operation – will be used. 2) Calculate the cumulative
histogram value at each possible existence of car in the
image to determine the optimal position of car in the
image. The area that obtained maximum cumulative
histogram  value  shows  the  optimal  position   of  car.
The following figure show example of car segmentation.

Matching: To recognize the “unknown” car, the system Fig. 5: Identify Unknown Car by Template Matching
will compare the image with template images stored in
database to identify the car by using template-matching Rexperiment and Results: The experiment was done to
method where the image and template have same identify 40 unknown cars WAJA and SAGA by using
dimension. Definitely, each image will have similarity template. Our method identified 38 cars correctly where
values. By using the highest similarity value, system will the accuracy of our system was 95%. Example of
identify the car. The similarity value of template matching identification car step has shown in figure (4 and 5).
is calculated by equation:

(5) In this paper, an automatic car identification system

where L is maximum gray level (255), X and Y is dimension template matching method were proposed. This system
of template image. The S varies from 0 to 1 where s = 1 if consists of three main components which are: object
the image and template are same. detection,  car  segmentation  and  template  matching.

Fig. 4: Identify Unknown Car by Template Matching

CONCLUSION

via Make and Model Recognition (MMR) based on
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The main advantage for our method over conventional car 7. Farhad Mohamad Kazemi, Saeed Samadi, Hamidreza
recognition systems -typically based on license plate Pourreza and Mohamad R. Akbarzadeh, 2007. Vehicle
recognition systems- comes from using make and model Recognition Based on Fourier, Wavelet and Curvelet
car that can’t be easily changed. The system was tested Transforms - a Comparative Study, international
using Matlab where it identified 38 cars out of 40 cars. Journal of Computer Science and Network Security.
The accuracy of our system is about 95%. 8. Saeid Rahati, Reihaneh Moravejian, Ehsan Mohamad

For future work, we will incorporate another method Kazemi and Farhad Mohamad Kazemi, 2008. Vehicle
via different view to our method to build a reliable car Recognition Using Contourlet Transform and SVM,
recognition system. In the other side, different algorithms International Conference on Information Technology:
will be tested as it has some performance issues New Generations.
sometimes. 9. Saquib Sarfraz, M., Ahmed Saeed, M. Haris Khan and
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